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Abstract

English Public Speaking has been introduced into China’s tertiary curriculum only very recently. Although similar to its Western counterpart in many ways, a number of crucial elements of this course have yet to be localized. Apart from being a communication course, it is intrinsically an EFL course which builds upon and extends other courses in the EFL curriculum. Accordingly, the teaching objectives and content should be localized and adapted to China’s status quo and students’ need. Then this article moves on suggesting some localized methods to instruct small classes as well as large classes. It suggests that the formative assessment be used to best elicit students’ reflection and progress and that a combined measure of quantitative-and-qualitative assessment, teacher-and-student assessment be used to achieve the best backwash. Last but not least, the article also introduces the potential research areas that can be explored in the years to come.
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1. Introduction

The course of English Public Speaking has entered the arena of China’s tertiary education only very recently. Many teaching practitioners have been using textbooks or copying directly the teaching objectives, the chapters, methods of instruction, etc., from its equivalent course of western countries, only to find that it does not perfectly meet the requirements of China’s tertiary curriculum or the demands of our students. After teaching and researching in this field for 5 years, the author calls on localizing the course and reorienting its teaching objectives, course design and assessment.

2. Historical Overview

It was recorded in year 1924’s “Curriculum Guidance” of the English Department, Peking University, that Professor Yang Yinqing taught “Debating” and “Public Speaking” to English majors (Xu, 1989, p. 52), but these courses vanished as fast as they appeared – ever since then the English Public Speaking course has been absent from China’s EFL curriculum for over 70 years.

In China’s current EFL curriculum, the English Public Speaking course is a new arrival compared to most other courses. As far as this study has found, the first English Public Speaking course in tertiary education after the founding of the People’s Republic of China was offered in 1991 by Su Xunwu in Heilongjiang University (Su, 1997), and from 1991 to 1999 there were only two more universities in China mainland offering this course, namely Beijing International Studies University and Beijing Foreign Studies University (Wang, 2009). The number grew very slowly between 2000 and 2005. According to Ren Wen, there were less than 20 universities offering the course during this period, but by year 2011, the number rockets to over 200 (Note 1). See Figure 1.
Figure 1. The increasing number of universities offering the English Public Speaking course

The causes of this sharp increase are multifaceted. First, the accelerating trend of globalization and the booming of China’s economy in the past decade have pushed China to the center of the world stage, and more urgently than ever China needs to communicate with the rest of the world. Known as the official world language, the English language is taught in China as a most important foreign language, and cultivating students’ English communication skills has been prioritized in the 2007 College English Curriculum Requirements (CECR) issued by China’s Ministry of Education. (Note 2).

Second, the growing rate of English Public Speaking courses in China’s tertiary education is related to the growing popularity of English public speaking competitions in the past 16 years. Among mushrooming English public speaking competitions at collegiate, provincial, regional, and national levels, two nationwide competitions – the 21st Century Cup National English Public Speaking Competition initiated in 1996 and CCTV Cup National English Public Speaking Competition (now known as FLTRP Cup National English Public Speaking Competition) initiated in 2000 – have played a leading role and exerted a powerful influence on China’s English Public Speaking in the TESOL circle (Lü, 2009; Wan, 2011; Wu, 2009), because before mid-1990s, public speaking, even in Chinese, was almost a virgin land to modern Chinese people and was not encouraged as it is today. Therefore competitive English public speaking, although artificial in nature, was quite a phenomenon when it first landed on China’s soil. Those competitions have created chances for contestants to openly voice their personal opinions, highlighted individuality, changed many people’s lives, and, last but not least, inspired the English public speaking coaches of different universities and colleges – the author is one of the hundreds – to probe into the necessity of opening up English Public Speaking as a course to Chinese students.

Third, students are in great need of English public speaking skills as a tool for their future career success as well as for individual self-actualization. According to a 2002 survey of 500 business administrative personnel and business professionals in China, speaking and listening are ranked as the most important English skills required in their jobs, above reading, writing, and translating (Pang, Zhou & Fu, 2002). Many reports have revealed that there is a loud demand for English public speaking skills from Chinese college students (Wan, 2011; Wang, 2009; Zhang, 2009). They believe that the teaching of these skills can help build their self-confidence and communicative awareness, offer them opportunities to express their thoughts in English, improve their critical thinking skills, and enhance their abilities to use English in a comprehensive way (Zhang, 2009, p. 130).

Today in China, with a lot more platforms for young people to showcase their talent and voice their opinions, the popularity of competitive English public speaking with English-learners is gradually sliding downhill compared with 10 years ago. However, the English Public Speaking course – the successful product of it – has just found its permanent place in China’s tertiary education curriculum.

3. Localization of the English Public Speaking Course

3.1 Problems to Address

Over years of teaching and researching in this field, the author has found that some critical problems have to be addressed before the English Public Speaking course can develop healthily and durably in China in the years to come:
1) What is the fundamental difference between the Public Speaking course taught in English-speaking countries and the English Public Speaking course in China?

2) How should the course define its teaching objectives?

3) What should be the main content of the course?

4) What are the most desirable methods of instruction?

5) How should teachers evaluate students’ performance?

In one word, how should we localize the English Public Speaking course so that it will work best for Chinese students, teachers, the society, and the education cause?

3.2 The Nature of the Course

In many universities in China, teachers have adopted original textbooks from Western countries. It goes without saying that most those textbooks are very comprehensive and systematic in their content and very instructive and helpful to their intended audience, but basically they are written against the backdrop of Western culture and are not intended for Chinese EFL learners particularly. When these books are used in China, every now and then complaints are heard from both teachers and students that the textbooks are either inconvenient to use or not instructive enough. On the other hand, the number of local English Public Speaking textbooks is scant, and those on shelves are at best manuals about English public speaking rather than a standard work for the study of public speaking with a systematic body of knowledge and a well-organized plan of trainings. This problem is largely due to the lack of reorientation to the local status quo.

Public speaking is known as “rhetoric” in ancient Greece where the Western civilization was born. Throughout the centuries, rhetorical education has played a significant role in Greek-Roman education and “In (in) classical times, training in rhetoric was part of educating the whole person” (Jamieson, 1988, p. 16). In the United States, for example, Public Speaking is a compulsory course for all undergraduates in most universities and colleges and is usually offered by the department of communications, rhetoric, or performing arts, etc.

In China, however, the English Public Speaking course is usually offered by the Department of Foreign Languages, either to English majors or non-English majors. It has entered the EFL curriculum not primarily because English public speaking skills help cultivate “the whole person”, but that we aim to prepare our students better for their future international communication in English, a foreign language which is notably an international working language. Eventually English Public Speaking has found its permanent place in China’s tertiary education curriculum at the top of oral English proficiency (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Different phases of oral English proficiency](image)

Source: Shen, 1999, p. 57-60.

In Western countries, public speaking and its research are carried out in a cross-disciplinary perspective which includes communications, rhetoric, psychology, sociology, linguistics, etc. While in China, the English Public Speaking course is basically an EFL course, which “builds upon and extends other courses in the EFL curriculum” (Lucas, 2009, p. 18). Besides those cross-disciplinary studies done in Western countries, the research of English Public Speaking in China also involves TESOL studies, second language acquisition (SLA) studies, pedagogy, cross-cultural studies, etc.

3.3 The Teaching Objectives and Main Content

As an EFL course, English Public Speaking gives consideration to both language proficiency and communication skills. The teaching objectives of the course are described to my students as follows:

1) To build your self-confidence and develop your interest in English public speaking;
2) To develop your ability to write effective English public speeches;
3) To develop your ability to effectively deliver English public speeches;
4) To develop your speaker responsibility;
5) To develop your listener responsibility;
6) To develop your research skills and cooperation skills.

The above objectives are listed in order of importance. The first three objectives start from EFL-related abilities, but they are meantime closely related to psychological techniques, research approaches, and communicative skills. First of all, before, while and after giving a public speech in English, EFL students are usually under double anxiety, i.e., public speaking anxiety and foreign language anxiety, which increases the difficulty of overcoming nervousness at the first stage. Therefore, teachers are supposed to make the preliminary speaking tasks manageable and appealing for students to start with. Meanwhile, special psychological techniques can be shared with them to fight nervousness and manage anxiety. The paramount fact about nervousness should be clarified in the very beginning: nervousness, if managed well, can be converted to energy and work to their advantage. On the other hand, during the entire teaching process, students should be given sufficient instructions in language use, including linguistic and rhetorical analysis of classical English speeches, typical sentence patterns in public speeches, correct pronunciation, word choices, grammar, etc. To achieve the first three objectives, instructions should also cover selecting topics, collecting data, narrowing and focusing topics, learning different types of speech (namely, persuasive speeches, informative speeches, and ceremonial speeches – to prepare students for their future work and lives, speeches for academic or special purpose are an important genre for students to learn and practice), supporting ideas with reasoning, organizing message for effective communication, preparing and revising drafts, using language accurately, vividly, and appropriately, learning vocal and nonverbal principles of effective speech delivery, using visual aids effectively, rehearsing, so on and so forth.

The fourth and fifth objectives aim to cultivate students’ awareness of their role in a public speaking setting. Speaker responsibility entails commitment to the preparation of a quality speech, employment of critical thinking skills, cross-cultural consciousness, cross-cultural communicative competence, credibility, respect to one’s audience and the occasion, etc. However, public speaking is not only about speaking, but also about listening. It is a game between the speaker and audience. There is full of give-and-take during the whole process. The audience is not a passive receptacle, but an active bargainer. People can show their attitude towards a point and respond to questions and challenges posed by the speaker. Listener responsibility entails the ability to take notes, the ability to listen effectively and critically, the ability to synthesize information, the ability to interact with the speaker, etc. The fifth objective of the course is extremely constructive for Chinese students, because in China, we have an age-old tradition of listening attentively without questioning the person who possesses the discourse power. Otherwise, it would be considered rude to the speaker. Yan Hui (Note 3) never said “no” to his master, Confucius, and his obedience and reticence was highly appreciated by the latter and has been considered exemplary by Chinese scholars ever since. However, in an English Public Speaking class, students are encouraged to listen with an open mind to what others have to say.

The last objective, the cultivation of research skills and cooperation skills, is realized through the whole teaching and learning process, including teachers’ exemplification and requirements, data-collection, class activities (especially speeches for academic or professional purpose), speaker-audience interaction, etc.

Of all the teaching objectives mentioned above, two emphases deserve our special attention: cross-cultural communicative competence and critical thinking skills in English.

First, as other EFL courses, the English Public Speaking course intrinsically utilizes concepts of culture along with foreign language studies, with an attempt to help students grasp strategies to develop cross-cultural communicative competence. Cross-cultural communicative competence, or intercultural communicative competence, includes understanding the complex relations between language and culture, avoiding ethnocentrism, encouraging reflection on the functions of one’s own language and community, and equipping learners to analyze and interpret culture in general. (Byram, 1997 & 2008; Corbett, 2003) It necessitates the abilities to think, speak, and behave in ways that recognize and respect cultural diversity in cross-cultural situations.

However, in our classrooms, the demographic feature (e.g., age, race, and gender) is not as diverse as, say, America. However, the training of their English public speaking skills should target not only at the influence of a single semester, but that of their future career and life. So teachers should awaken students’ awareness of cultural
considerations. Besides those of their own peers sitting in the same classroom, they are also encouraged to envision themselves in a more globalized setting where the English language is used as a working language where they might probably find themselves in the future. They should be motivated to widen the range of their “general knowledge” and “to draw on the resources of different cultures, especially the cultures associated with the foreign language they use in their speech class” (Yin, 2005, p. 55). They should learn to appreciate emotions, metaphors, humor, etc, in a different light. They should learn to understand body languages and non-verbal messages of different cultural backgrounds. They should be shown the general etiquette in a cross-cultural situation and be instructed to do thorough audience analysis and learn about taboos and boundaries in order to communicate across the barriers of culture. Besides, Yin (2005, p. 54) proposes that “public speaking instructors should recognize the important role of mass media in public speaking education”, and teaching students to mine “invisible norms and ‘truths’ about human difference … can provide the tools for independent thinking and dismantle the seeds of bias”. On the other hand, emphasizing their cross-cultural communicative competence “will help students to develop critical thinking … and make them ‘see’ which culture is at work” (Yin, 2005, p. 55). They should learn to appreciate emotions, messages of different cultural backgrounds. They should be shown the general etiquette in a cross-cultural situation and be instructed to do thorough audience analysis and learn about taboos and boundaries in order to communicate across the barriers of culture. Besides, Yin’s (2005, p. 54) ideal public speaking classroom should consider their own culture secondary or inferior. English public speaking in a global context involves both adaptations to the target culture and appropriate use of resources from one’s native culture. (Lucas, 2009)

The second emphasis in an English Public Speaking classroom is to help students develop their critical thinking skills in English. The vital spark of public speaking lies in its effective communication, which comes from critical thinking. As you think critically, your eyes will open all the doors to reading, listening, writing, and speaking effectively, and your mind will keep asking questions and looking for answers. The whole process of preparing a speech and delivering it is very much like that of writing a novel. There is a lot of creativity involved in both businesses. While collecting your data, you analyze and evaluate their importance, effectiveness, truthfulness, and credibility. You consider what is most appropriate and effective for your audience and the occasion. As you move along, you design the best structure for your ideas. You brainstorm so that you know where to head for before you grab a pen and sit down. You play with words so that you can see how they fit in your speech and work for your purpose. You polish your punch lines. Just like a novelist, you may want to record every inspiration occurring to you day and night with pen, paper, recorder, and the like ready at any moment. You read your first draft to yourself and your friends, and keep rehearsing, revising, and refining it until you are satisfied. While actually delivering the speech, you observe your audience and adapt your content and delivery to their reaction spontaneously. After the speech, you inquire of your audience their feedback so that you can do better next time. On the other end, the listeners shall listen critically as mentioned earlier so that as a social event a public speech should be judged squarely and properly and never jeopardize the society. It is because of the indispensability of critical thinking in public speaking that we teachers should instruct students through well-defined assignments and well-planned activities to help trigger critical thinking in every step of their preparing, delivering, and listening to a public speech.

3.4 Methods of Instruction

There is no universal way of teaching Public Speaking, nor of teaching English Public Speaking in China. Diversity in methodology should be encouraged to cater to different institutions, students, and teachers themselves. Nonetheless, it is acknowledged as a guiding pedagogical principle that “in ideal circumstances, the pedagogical model for public speaking is experiential rather than contemplative, active rather than passive, personal rather than impersonal” (Lucas, 1998, p. 75).

Personally the author has found that a combined methodology of the communicative approach and the multimedia-based approach serves this principle best in my classes of 20 odd non-English-major undergraduates at Fudan University, one of the top comprehensive universities in China.

The communicative approach to the teaching of foreign languages emphasizes interaction as both the means and the ultimate goal of learning a language, which fits very well in the classroom of English Public Speaking, since central to public speaking is communication. As an extension to the role of a “facilitator” (Rogers, 1969), an English Public Speaking teacher adopting the communicative approach also plays the role of an organizer, a diagnostician, a helper, an advisor, a coordinator, as well as a portfolio-keeper, which will be discussed later. In the English Public Speaking classroom, the communicative approach often takes the form of pair and group work requiring cooperation and evaluation between learners, fluency-based activities such as the delivery of an informative speech or a persuasive speech, role-plays in which some students may act as news spokesmen answering questions from their peers or as personnel officers interviewing the applicants to their companies, debates over some controversial issues, or discussions and oral analyses of a model speech.

Besides, the multimedia-based approach is also an important method of instruction in my classes. It is applied
largely in the following ways:
1) To display model speech clips on the big screen (usually good models such as Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream”, Steve Job’s commencement speech at Stanford University (2005), Ronald Reagan’s speech addressing the Challenger Seven tragedy, or model speeches given by my previous students, etc);
2) To display visual aids (PPT, pictures, or other files) on the big screen;
3) To video-record students’ speeches for later critique;
4) To record students’ recitation of classical speeches for them to study and correct their errors in pronunciation, accent, etc.

Speech models have been an important pedagogical tool since the beginning of systematic instruction in public speaking. (Friedrich, 1983) For EFL students in particular, they are reliable resources of exemplary speeches in terms of language, delivery, organization, content, etc. Model speeches can not only be used in class to exemplify how to use language effectively, how to organize ideas, how to deliver a speech, how to incorporate humour into speaking, etc, but also be used after class for students to study and emulate. However, students are warned at the same time that emulating is only one important channel for input. It does not mean they should forget who they are. Just as Buffon once told us, “Le style est l'homme même” (the style is the man himself). We should show students the importance of developing personal manner so that gradually they can develop their own speaking style based on their own character and disposition.

In my classes, students’ every delivery of speech is recorded and filed afterwards. The whole load of speech clips serve as the first-hand portfolio of students’ learning process. Students are asked to get a copy of their own speech videos for future self-assessment with the guidance of a self-assessment checklist (Figure 3) as shown in the below.

| a good preparation (data-collecting, audience analysis, brainstorming, topic selection, script-writing, preparing visual-aids, rehearsing, etc) |
| a clear and definite message |
| a logical order of points |
| a dynamic opening that captures audience attention |
| an effective eye-contact |
| a well-paced presentation |
| a well-modulated voice |
| a rapport with audience members |
| fresh, gripping material that holds audience attention |
| a well-practiced speech, acted with spontaneity rather than read or memorized |
| an effective use of humor |
| an effective use of visual aids in presentations |
| an uncontrived genuine closing that touches or motivates audience members |
| a good time-management |

Figure 3. Self-assessment checklist

This multimedia-based self-assessment process is very constructive for students to realize their own weakness and develop their public speaking skills, helping them to see themselves from a stranger’s angle. Here are some excerpts from my students’ self-assessments (Note 4):

1) “After having them (video clips) copied into my iPod, I opened them in my laptop with a feeling of extreme tension. … after viewing my imperfect videos of my speeches, I've known some of my strengths as well as the aspects to improve.” (by Jeremy, 5/31/2012).

2) “When I was delivering the speech in class, I thought the effect was not bad, but when I turn to my video, I still find quite a lot of problems in my speech. My topic selection proved good enough, and I had my audience's attention from beginning to end. The lead-in was humorous and effective, and my PPT was clear and brief. … but the ending was a bit too abrupt. … I made too many vocal pauses like ‘uh, and, you know’, etc. … I looked a bit uneasy, looking too many times at the big screen. …” (by Phayue, 6/9/2012, translated by the author)

My teaching practice has proved that the use of multimedia kits in English Public Speaking classrooms can enrich class content, enhance intercultural communication, enliven the class atmosphere, simplify complex explanations, and last but not least, help students with their self-study. Admittedly teachers might have massive work to do in preparation for classes, but it is worthwhile considering all the benefits it brings along.
However, for many universities and colleges in China, my teaching approaches might not work as effective or might be overtaxing for their teachers, because the English Public Speaking classes are usually very large – some are over 40, some even over 80, or 100. Quantity matters. It has been recognized in Western countries that the ideal method of teaching public speaking is in small classes ever since the formal study and instruction in public speaking (or, rhetoric) began in Greece during the 5th century BCE. (Lucas, 2009) In the United States, the size of a public speaking class is usually about 20 students, which allows sufficient time for each student to deliver four to five speeches to the class in a semester without compromising teachers’ time of lecturing, appraising, or organizing class activities.

So, how to teach 70 students in a single class? I once taught English Public Speaking for one semester to a class of over 60 as a guest instructor to a cohort of senior high school students. I have to admit that it was not as easy as my usual classes in my home university. To my target students I made some adaptation, which can be briefly summarized as follows:

1) Stronger control of class activities (with a very definite requirement of every step for every person);
2) More lecture time;
3) More time for class discussion;
4) More speech assignments in small groups and less to the whole class;
5) Well-chosen representatives to speak to the class.

Although it was not the most successful teaching experience I have ever had, it turned out quite a success judging by the feedback from students and their school. To teach a large class is like to haul tons of logs with a low horsepower tractor, but if you meticulously plan ahead of time, you can still motivate and help the students.

3.5 Assessment

Based on the author’s observation, there are three general phenomena in the course assessment of English Public Speaking in China’s higher educational institutions. Firstly, the common assessing practice tends to rank students than help and motivate them. Secondly, it attaches more importance to the summative assessment than the formative assessment (Note 5). Last, the assessor of students’ performance is usually the teacher exclusively.

These phenomena are not conducive to the development of students’ public speaking skills, nor to that of the course per se. The causes of such phenomena are complex. For one thing, as aforementioned, the usual size of English Public Speaking classes is too big, especially for the non-English majors. Teachers have to massively reduce the formative assessment and rely on the summative assessment to keep it manageable. For another, many English Public Speaking teachers themselves haven’t yet made an in-depth research into the assessment system, and accordingly their methods of assessment tend to be overly simple or inflexible, without much consideration for the positive backwash on students.

As Professor Stephen E. Lucas once said in his paper, “The (the) main focus of the course, however, should be on the skills of preparing and presenting effective speeches.” (2009, p. 10) As is known to us all, it takes a comparatively long time to develop one’s skills, and what actually happens during that long process is what we teachers are intensely concerned about. On that account, students should be guided well throughout the entire process of speech-making, and a necessary, maybe, vital part of this guidance lies in timely and constructive feedback about their work. If students get instant diagnostic response to their work, they will draw on the helpful feedback and start all over from a higher standpoint the next time.

When students put in effort to speech-making, they want to hear more substantial comments than simply a numeral score as the final assessment for all their efforts. That’s probably why they value constructive critique to their speeches, and they deem “these comments as avenues for them to do better in their next speech attempt”. (Kaur, 2005) Hence an effective assessment should use both quantitative and qualitative methods. It should be constructive, diagnostic, and formative, rather than unresponsive, simply numeral, and summative. The holistic evaluation of students’ performance shall fairly reflect students’ growth and their different skills (writing, delivering, communicating, speaking to inform, persuade, or entertain, etc) exhibited throughout different class activities (Note 6). The following table (Figure 4) shows how I evaluate my students in the previous semester:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Grading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Informative Speech</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Persuasive Speech</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Script Writing</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Recitation of Model Speeches</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Class Activities</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Peer Work, Group Work, Class Discussion, etc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Final Examination</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Speech of Introduction &amp; Persuasive Speech)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Tasks and grading

The second important suggestion about formative assessment is that students be also involved in the process of assessment. They can be assessed not only by their teacher, but also by their peers and by themselves (namely self-assessment as aforementioned). The involvement of students as assessors can be extremely beneficial to them. In this way, they will know better what standards they are supposed to reach, what is good and what is to be avoided while moving along, and what they shall work on if they want to do better next time. It is a decision-making process for students, involving them in recognizing and reacting to their own and others’ evaluations of their learning, eliciting their reflections upon their performance, and motivating them to monitor their own learning process better.

In an EFL context especially, it is advisable that English Public Speaking teachers design their own tailor-made evaluation forms to suit their students’ need. When students are actually asked to evaluate their own and their peers’ work, the teacher needs to do sufficient instructions as to how to judge a speech comprehensively and then explain fully to them the descriptors used in the evaluation form. For instance, the following evaluation form (Figure 5) devised by the author is distributed to students before they are assigned to deliver a persuasive speech. All the evaluation forms will be returned to the speaker as soon as the class is over, although their peers’ scoring might not necessarily be taken into final assessment at the end of the semester.

### Persuasive Speech Evaluation Form

| Speaker: | ________________________________________________ |
| Topic:  | ________________________________________________ |
| Specific Purpose: | ________________________________________________ |
| Central Idea: | ________________________________________________ |

1. speaker appeared credible: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2. topic selection proper: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3. introduction aroused interest: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
4. main points easy to be identified: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
5. testimony, examples, proofs, narratives, etc, well-used or reliable: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
6. conclusion ended on a strong note: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
7. language clear and accurate: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
8. speaker maintained strong eye contact: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
9. speaker had sufficient vocal variety: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10. speech purpose achieved: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Total: __________

Critique and Suggestions (either in English or Chinese):

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Rater: __________________________ Date: __________________________

Figure 5.

One additional important fact about the formative assessment in an English Public Speaking class is that it not
only enables students to monitor their own learning, it also helps the teacher to use the feedback to revise classroom practices. The teacher will find out if students have understood or not, or if they have any difficulty in a particular task or requirement. Based on this knowledge, the teacher may further facilitate students’ learning by adapting to their abilities, demand, and problems.

3.6 Research Areas

As a new course in China’s EFL curriculum, the English Public Speaking course is confronted with a lot of challenges. Though studies on public speaking have a very long history in the Western world, as well as in China, neither can be adopted in China’s EFL classrooms if without adapting to the nature and requirements of our EFL curriculum. A lot of new research areas remain untapped ahead of us.

At the Third National Symposium on English Public Speaking (December, 2011) themed “Public Speaking in Progress: On Campus and Beyond”, Professor Stephen Lucas gives a visionary key-note speech about the research agenda for China’s English Public Speaking practitioners. In his inspiring talk, he proposes that we have at least the following areas to research in the years to come:

1) Foundations of Western Research in Public Speaking (Rhetoric, Study of Famous Orators, etc, Social Science Studies of Speech, Research on Speech Pedagogy);
2) Limiting Factors of Western Foundational Research When Applied to China (Monocultural, Non-EFL);
3) Course Philosophy and Design (Three Challenges for Course Design: English Majors & Non-majors, Optional & Compulsory Courses, Large Courses);
4) Teaching Methods and Strategies (Research Options – Teacher Narratives or Micro-accounts of Teaching Strategies; the Communication Teacher);
5) EPS & Cognate Competencies;
6) EPS & Specialized Universities;
7) EPS & Personal Development;
8) Field Research (Public Speaking Anxiety [PSA] & Foreign Language Anxiety [FLA], Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety [PRPSA]);
9) Course Assessment (quantitative and qualitative);
10) EPS and Debate;
11) Speech Analysis;
12) History of EPS in China;
13) Localization of EPS in China.

This is almost an exhaustive list of research tasks for China’s EPS circle, serving as solid stepping stones for all EPS practitioners and researchers to further EPS research to a higher level. Other items that the author would feel necessary so far to add to the list are: Writing Local Textbooks, Competitive EPS, EPS for Special/Academic Purposes, and Student Portfolios.

4. Conclusion

As a skills development course in EFL curriculum in China, English Public Speaking attaches great importance to students’ cognate competences (such as language skills and critical thinking skills), intercultural competencies, and career-related presentation skills, etc. In a measure, its teaching objectives, main content, methods of instruction and assessment have shown different features from Public Speaking in Western countries. Hence the localization of the English Public Speaking course is an emerging but urgent theme for TESOL researchers in China, leaving much to be desired by educators and policymakers in the years to come.
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Notes

Note 1. Professor Ren Wen, Deputy Director of National Committee for Public Speaking and Debating in Foreign Languages, mentioned these two figures at the preparatory meeting of the National Committee for Public Speaking and Debating in Foreign Languages on December 9, 2011.

Note 2. CECR 2007 defines the objective of college English curriculum as “to develop students’ ability to use English in a well-rounded way, especially in listening and speaking, so that in their future studies and careers as well as social interactions they will be able to communicate effectively, and at the same time enhance their ability to study independently and improve their general cultural awareness so as to meet the needs of China’s social development and international exchanges”.

Note 3. Yan Hui (521-481 BC), Confucius’s favorite disciple.

Note 4. The limited space does not allow me to show more of their self-assessments. The two excerpts here are copied or translated from my students’ original self-assessments with their permission but under pseudonyms to protect their privacy.

Note 5. The formative assessment refers to “all those activities undertaken by teachers, and/or by students, which provide information to be used as feedback to modify the teaching and learning activities in which they are engaged.” (Black and Wiliam, 1998) Formative assessment is typically contrasted with summative assessment. The former supports teachers and students in decision-making during educational and learning processes, while the latter occurs at the end of a learning unit and determines if the content being taught was retained. (Ainsworth, 2006, p. 23)

Note 6. With that in mind, we also attach great importance to students’ attendance. It is made clear to students in the very beginning of the semester that regular and punctual attendance is vital, and excessive absences can result in a heavy penalty on their final grade.